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Chapter 3201: Such Heavy Taste (4) 

“Why are these two distinguished Young Masters gay?” 

“Moreover, they even married another man to be their wives!” 

Although it was said that as long as a practitioner had enough power in God Realm, no one would 

bother whatever weird fetishes they had. So being in a relationship between men was not a big deal 

here. 

But these two people were successors of a large clan. Surely their clan would object to it, wouldn’t they? 

Moreover, they could forgo the fact that Jun Sihan found Commander Xi. After all, he was a suave and 

handsome man. 

But why did Young Lord Li have to find an ordinary-looking man like Commander Li? His taste… was 

really heavy! 

Commander Hu started to let his imagination run wild when suddenly, he heard Li Yukun’s voice ringing 

from the front. 

“Commander Hu, do you think this plan is doable? Can your troops coordinate with the operation?” 

Commander Hu was still lost in his thoughts and went into a daze. “Wh… What?” 

Li Yukun spoke out in displeasure. “What were you thinking about? We are in the middle of discussing 

such an important matter but you were daydreaming? Tell me, what were you thinking about earlier?” 

Commander Hu instantly turned tongue-tied. 

“I… how can I tell Divine Lieutenant what I was thinking about earlier?” 

However, Li Yukun’s penetrative gaze landed on him, as though he insisted that he had to say out what 

was on his mind! 

Commander Hu subconsciously looked at Huang Yueli. 

He saw her sitting next to Li Moying and smiling so sweetly until her beautiful white teeth were showing. 

Li Moying also sat up straight and leaned nearer to her, his eyes filled with tenderness. 

Upon seeing this, Commander Hu’s brain suddenly malfunctioned and accidentally spilled out his inner 

thoughts. 

“You guys… why do you like to marry a man as a wife? Is… is this a trend in god realm’s large clans?” 

When he said that, Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi froze. No matter how thick-skinned their faces were, they 

were so stumped that they couldn’t say a word! 

Li Yukun’s lips twitched. He tried to hold himself back until he lost it. 

“What rubbish are you saying! What man as a wife? How can you even say this? Quickly apologize to 

both Young Masters and their wives!” 



“B… But…” 

Commander Hu quickly realized that he had said the wrong things after he misspoke, and felt extremely 

awkward. 

After being lectured by Li Yukun, he turned toward Huang Yueli and said in embarrassment, “Team… 

Team Leader Li… I… I’m not doing this intentionally. I don’t mean to look down on gays! I’m just… just… 

cough cough, I just find it a little strange. Just treat that I’ve passed gas…” 

“Oh no, I mean, just treat me like gas and let me off…” 

Hearing that, everyone in the main tent burst out laughing. 

Even Huang Yueli couldn’t take it and laughed so much that she fell into Li Moying’s lap. 

Commander Hu looked at Huang Yueli in complete puzzlement. “You… what are all of you laughing at?” 

He thought, “Is it really that funny?” 

Huang Yueli looked at his honest look and couldn’t bear to deceive him any longer. She explained kindly, 

“Commander Hu, Commander Xi, and I are actually women. But it would be more convenient to do 

things at the campsite, so we dressed up as men. I’m so sorry to have made you misunderstand us for so 

long.” 

Commander Hu and the others were stunned upon hearing that. They looked blankly at Huang Yueli, 

then at Xia Yunxi with disbelief! 
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No matter how they looked, these two looked exactly like men! 

Even their voices sounded like men. 

Of course, the most important thing was Huang Yueli and Xia Yunxi’s abilities were shockingly powerful. 

They had strong observation skills and commanding skills that surpassed ordinary people’s standards! 

On the battlefield, their decisions were resolute, not weaker than anyone at all! 

When other men saw them, their legs would unconsciously soften… this, which part do they resemble 

two young ladies? 

Huang Yueli saw Commander Hu’s shocked look and couldn’t help but laugh. She turned around and said 

to Li Moying, “Hubby, he says you have a gay tendency! How can you make other people misunderstand 

in such a way! Shouldn’t you self-reflect on your mistakes?” 

Li Moying’s eyebrows rose and lifted his hand to pinch her straight nose. “The person who should self-

reflect is you! I’ve already asked you to change back into female clothes!” 

“I don’t want to! I’m the campsite’s Commanding Officer. Only by wearing this will I be able to hold the 

field!” Huang Yueli pouted. 

When Huang Yueli talked to Li Moying, she didn’t disguise her voice and automatically changed back to 

her original voice. 



When Commander Hu heard her soft voice, he instantly softened up. 

Only now did he believe that this ordinary-looking thin man was really a woman! 

He thought, “But if Li Yuehuang is a woman, isn’t she too pitiful? Her looks are so ordinary, so how is she 

going to get married in the future?” 

“Oh wait, she’s already married. Moreover, she’s married to the high and mighty Cloudy Qilin Clan’s 

Young Lord!” 

“Young Lord Li’s taste… is so heavy! Could it be that he likes Li Yuehuang’s voice?” 

Commander Hu started to let his thoughts run wild again. 

When Li Yukun saw that, he coughed loudly. “Enough, now that you’re already cleared up the 

misunderstanding, you’re not allowed to spout nonsense again, or offend both Young Lords and their 

wives! Another thing to take note of is both Young Madam’s identities are to be kept secret. Don’t 

spread this to the ordinary soldiers!” 

When the three commanders heard Li Yukun’s serious instruction, they instantly straightened their 

backs and responded in unison, “Yes, Sir!” 

Li Yukun nodded and turned to look at Li Moying and Jun Sihan. 

“Young Lord, Young Master Jun. The north demon tribe has been destroyed and Ruize left due to his 

injury. Our campsite’s crisis of being surrounded has already been lifted. What are your plans next?” 

Li Yukun might be talking to Li Moying and Jun Sihan, but his gaze revolved around Huang Yueli and Xia 

Yunxi. 

He silently felt that it was a pity. 

He had finally found two rare commanding talents in his troops. Their battle innate talents were 

outstanding and he thought that he could nurture them to become his successors! 

Whoever knew that the both of them were women! 

Moreover, their backings were so huge! 

They married such outstanding husbands. 

This time, he could forget about asking them to stay! He gauged that these two noble Young Masters 

had finally managed to save their wives, so they would be in a hurry to return to Blessed City. 

Li Moying was silent for a moment, then he said, “We’re here to save them and have no intention to 

dabble in the allied armies’ military affairs. My wife and Young Miss Xia have yet to officially register 

with the allied armies. So they’re not considered official military officers and are not subjected to 

control. So, Brother Jun and I plan to leave with them today.” 

“Thank you, Divine Lieutenant, for taking care of them over the past few days. We owe you a favor. If 

you have any needs in the future, feel free to look for us.” 
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Hearing this, Li Yukun’s face apparently revealed a disappointed look. But he didn’t say a word after 

hesitating for a moment. 

However, Huang Yueli saw his reaction. 

She thought for a moment and said, “Divine Lieutenant, yesterday… did Commander Jing and the others 

return to the campsite?” 

Speaking of this matter, Li Yukun instantly grew furious. He slammed his palm on the coffee table 

causing all the cups to shake. 

“I was just about to talk about this! Jing Zhihai and the other two are simply too audacious! If it wasn’t 

for Young Lord and Young Master Jun who arrived in time, I can’t even imagine what would happen to 

all of you! Sigh, it’s all my fault for not being able to see through them!” 

Huang Yueli originally just asked casually. She didn’t imagine that Li Yukun’s reaction would be so 

agitated! 

She asked in puzzlement, “Divine Lieutenant, this… what’s going on?” 

Xia Yunxi was also attracted by this. Her eyes widened and looked at Li Yukun. “What did Jing Zhihai and 

the others do?” 

Li Yukun spoke through gritted teeth, “Yesterday night after both young ladies returned, Old Hu and the 

others also arrived back shortly after. But there was no sight of Jing Zhihai and the others at all. This 

morning, as they still hadn’t appeared, I asked Old Hu about the location where you assigned Jing Zhihai 

and asked him to lead some men over to search for them.” 

“Following that… about the matters following that, you’d better ask Old Hu yourself! I’m so angry!” 

The more Li Yukun spoke, the angrier he got. His chest instantly felt a dull pain and he almost couldn’t 

breathe. 

Huang Yueli knew that he had not recovered from the injury caused by the battle between Li Yukun and 

Sky Devil Rui Xuan. Hence she didn’t dare to continue asking him. Instead, she hastily shifted her glance 

to Commander Hu. 

Commander Hu immediately stood out in line. He cupped his fists in greeting and said, “Yes, then allow 

This Subordinate to explain! This Subordinate headed towards the place where Jing Zhihai and the 

others were lying in an ambush this morning and discovered that the majority of the soldiers that they 

brought had remained in the same spot. But all of them looked ashen, and there were even serious 

injuries and deaths. After interrogation, I found out the truth.” 

“Turns out that what Commander Li thought was correct. Yesterday, after we invaded and destroyed the 

demon tribe’s campsite, they indeed sent someone to seek help from Sky Devil Rui Ze. That devil had 

indeed been captured by Jing Zhihai, but…” 

Commander Hu paused for a moment and Huang Yueli couldn’t help but urge, “But what? Jing Zhihai let 

the devil soldier go??” 



Jun Sihan sat by the side, and he totally couldn’t bear to continue listening. His brows were tightly 

knitted. 

“Speaking of that, White Tiger Clan is also one of the courageous clans among the ancient God clans. 

Why would their clan’s disciples do such a thing?” 

White Tiger Clan had always been a competitive bunch and they were the jealous type. Take the number 

one genius, Jing Yuanshao from the White Tiger Clan as an example. It was exactly because Li Moying 

was a god grade genius, that was why Jing Yuanshao issued a challenge to him, disregarding the current 

setting. This scenario was common within White Tiger Clan. 

But White Tiger Clan’s loyalty towards the allied armies was something that everyone knew about. 

In history, there had never been any White Tiger Clan clansmen who betrayed the allied armies. 

If Jing Zhihai really did that, then that would become the biggest shame of the White Tiger Clan! 

Commander Hu hastily shook his head and said, “No, no, he didn’t do that! But Commander Jing wasn’t 

feeling happy about being sent to lay in ambush for the whole night, and they didn’t manage to earn any 

military merits. So… so he went to assassinate Sky Devil Rui Ze!” 
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“Assassinate Sky Devil Rui Ze!!” 

All of the practitioners cried out in shock! 

“He’s mad! Jing Zhihai must have gone mad, right?” 

“Why would he do such a thing?” 

This result was totally out of everyone’s expectations! No one had anticipated such an answer. 

Every single person in the allied armies had experienced how powerful a Sky Devil mid-phase 

practitioner was. Moreover, Jing Zhihai wasn’t some heaven grade genius who could battle someone of 

a higher realm than him. Suddenly having such a thought… There was no difference from digging his 

own grave. 

Commander Hu secretly sneaked a glance at Huang Yueli and said, “I heard about this from the soldiers 

under Commander Jing. He should have been agitated by the news of Commander Li and Commander Xi 

killing Sky Devil Rui Xuan. He kept saying since these two Dream Profound Realm’s brats could kill a Sky 

Devil early-phase practitioner, then if he and the other two commanders joined hands, they might be 

able to kill Sky Devil Rui Ze. After all, Rui Ze was still in closed door cultivation…” 

Huang Yueli was dumbstruck. She pointed a finger at herself and asked in disbelief, “So, I’ve become a 

scapegoat in this case?” 

Li Moying shook his head in amusement and pinched her little hand that was pointing at herself. He 

placed it next to his lip and touched it gently. 

Commander Hu saw that and felt like crying! 



“These two are so immoral!” 

Only God knew that Commander Hu wanted to establish himself in the army, so he still hadn’t gotten 

married at this age! It was the same for the other two Commanders. 

They were publicly showing off their love in front of those single dogs! 

Moreover, forget it if they were showing affection for each other. Why did Commander Li have to be in 

man’s dressing… 

He was almost choking to death on this strong-flavored dog food1… 

“Commander Hu, why aren’t you continuing? What happened after that?” Just as Commander Hu was 

feeling melancholic, he suddenly heard Xia Yunxi’s voice. 

He turned around to take a look and almost blinded his dog’s eyes again. 

He saw Xia Yunxi seated on her chair, grabbing some snacks while asking curiously. 

That posture was no different from listening to a storyteller in a teahouse. 

As for the Young Lord of the Veracious Wyvern Clan, the famous peerless genius Jun Sihan in God Realm 

was currently holding a cup of hot tea and feeding her carefully as though he was afraid that she might 

choke. 

This… this dog food’s taste was a little better, but a little too sickly sweet… 

“Commander Hu? Commander Hu?” Xia Yunxi urged again. 

Commander Hu seemed as though he had just awoken from his dream and hurriedly lowered his head. 

He didn’t dare to look around again. At the same time, he swiftly said, “Anyway, Jing Zhihai and the 

others had lost their rationality because of jealousy. So they intended to make use of the chance while 

the devil was asking for help. They disguised themselves as devil soldiers and entered Rui Ze’s closed 

door cultivation cave to assassinate him!” 

“These are what his personal guards told me. Jing Zhihai only took Commander Jian and Command Hua 

along. So even his personal guards don’t know what happened after they left.” 

“But after two hours later, those soldiers who remained at their original spot saw Sky Devil Rui Xuan 

running past them swiftly in a flustered and exasperated manner. When he saw soldiers from the allied 

armies, he instantly attacked them! A lot of soldiers died on the spot! For those who were not dead, 

they escaped in different directions. Immediately after that, Rui Ze headed to the campsite in the north. 

As for what happened after that… everyone should be well aware of it!” 

Hearing Commander Hu’s explanation, everyone went silent. 

“In this case, Commander Jing and the others have most likely died in Rui Ze’s cave?” 
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A moment later, Huang Yueli opened her mouth and asked. 



Li Moying muttered irresolutely, “Based on Commander Hu’s deduction, Jing Zhihai and the other two 

must have resorted to some method when they arrived at the cave to interrupt Sky Devil Rui Ze’s close 

door cultivation, but they weren’t able to kill him in one go. After Rui Ze regained consciousness, he was 

extremely furious. So there is a 99% chance that he killed them on the spot!” 

He had just finished his sentence when Jun Sihan snorted immediately. “Serves them right! They 

deserve to die! Even if they lose their lives, it’s their just desserts! Even I know that I’m no match for Sky 

Devil Rui Ze. They’re simply letting their imagination run wild, thinking that they could kill Rui Ze? Never 

mind if they wanted to die, they almost implicated my Little Xi!” 

When Xia Yunxi heard his words, she went into a slight blank. Following that, her face turned as red as a 

beetroot. She pinched hard on her husband’s arm. 

“What nonsense are you talking about?” 

At this moment, shouldn’t he be saying, “Never mind if they wanted to die, they almost implicated the 

others in the allied armies”? 

But when it came to Jun Sihan, why did it turn into “implicate my Little Xi?” Did he treat those thousands 

of soldiers as nothing? 

What would others think? 

Even Huang Yueli couldn’t stop herself from laughing. She shot a mischievous look at Xia Yunxi. 

However, Jun Sihan wasn’t feeling embarrassed at all. He continued calmly, “I’m merely just stating the 

facts.” 

Li Moying stood beside Huang Yueli and nodded in agreement. 

He couldn’t be bothered by what nonsense those few Commanders did. But since it almost caused his 

little fox’s death, they deserved to die! 

Luckily they have already died in Sky Devil Rui Ze’s hands. So he didn’t need to take action himself. 

Xia Yunxi said thoughtfully, “In this case, the campsite’s situation…. Isn’t as optimistic as what we think!” 

Commander Hu and the others looked at her strangely. “Commander Xi, why do you say that?” 

Before Huang Yueli could say anything, Li Yukun heaved a deep sigh. “My Lady, you can tell too?” 

Xia Yunxi nodded as a worried look surfaced. “Demon tribe practitioners are vengeful by nature, even 

more so for Sky Devil grade top practitioners! I originally thought that Sky Devil Rui Ze hurried over 

because he received news of Rui Xuan’s request for help. Then after he was defeated, he might be afraid 

of Moying and Brother Jun’s ability. So he might not attack us. But I didn’t expect…” 

She frowned and said, “I didn’t expect it was Commander Jing and the others who provoked Sky Devil 

Rui Ze first! Rui Ze’s advancement process had been interrupted, and when he hurried over to exact 

revenge, he was forced to retreat! This action, in the devil’s heart, is considered a huge insult! So I 

believe that Rui Ze would definitely come to our campsite to exact revenge!” 

Hearing that, Huang Yueli’s brows rose in astonishment. “There’s such a thing like this?” 



Xia Yunxi nodded and said, “Of course. For the time being, Rui Ze would definitely take time to 

recuperate and try his best to break through to the Sky Devil end-phase! The demon tribe’s north 

campsite might be destroyed by us, but they still have several strongholds in the frontline who can still 

supply blood pills to him! When Rui Ze successfully advances into Sky Devil’s end-phase, he will 

definitely come to avenge himself!” 

Hearing Xia Yunxi’s words, Commander Hu and the others went pale with fright. 

“S… Surely not, right? Commander Xi, you… can you not scare us?” 

“If it’s true, then we’re done for! We already can’t fight against Rui Ze when he was in Sky Devil mid-

phase grade. If he were to advance into Sky Devil end-phase… then…” 
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The moment they thought about the bloody scene that might happen, those few Commanders instantly 

turned pale with fright. 

The Commanders don’t dare to trust Xia Yunxi’s words, but Huang Yueli and Jun Sihan knew that Xia 

Yunxi would never say things that she wasn’t confident about. 

Since she had especially reminded Li Yukun, then the odds of it happening represented that she had 

already “seen” the future direction… 

Huang Yueli shuddered at the thought of it. 

She had only arrived in God Realm for a relatively short time and she wasn’t very clear about the demon 

tribe’s nature. 

If it wasn’t for Xia Yunxi’s reminder, she probably wouldn’t have thought so far! 

Li Yukun’s expression was extremely grave. He slowly said, “I’ve also thought about this problem, but I 

believe Rui Ze’s injury this time is rather serious. Moreover, his closed door cultivation had been 

interrupted. So it should have affected his cultivation to a certain extent. It wouldn’t be so easy for him 

to advance into Sky Devil end-phase. But if he really succeeds, we will seek help from the Divine General 

in Blessed City to send us reinforcements!” 

Li Yukun’s battle experience was much richer than Huang Yueli and the others. 

If Xia Yunxi could think of it, so would he. 

But saying this would only cause terror among the campsite’s ordinary soldiers. So he just didn’t expose 

the truth. 

Hearing Li Yukun’s words, Huang Yueli’s brows creased together. 

“Divine Lieutenant, what you say is not right! Even if the possibility of Rui Ze advancing into Sky Devil 

end-phase is less than 10%, if he does manage to succeed in advancing, everyone on the campsite will 

be in jeopardy! How can you take this risk?” 

“As for seeking Divine General’s help… distant water won’t put out a fire close at hand! By the time the 

Dao Profound Realm top exponents come over from Blessed City, the entire campsite would have been 



destroyed by Rui Ze! Furthermore, there aren’t many Dao Profound Realm practitioners in the army. 

Where are they going to mobilize these people from by then?” 

Li Yukun was stumped by Huang Yueli’s questioning. “This… this… actually, I haven’t sorted out my 

thoughts on how to make the arrangements yet…” 

Huang Yueli waved her hand to interrupt him. 

“Divine Lieutenant, it’s actually very easy to settle this problem! Sky Devil Rui Ze is injured and he might 

even face the danger of his cultivation dropping by a realm. This is a golden opportunity! It’s just nice 

that Moying and Brother Jun are here now, so we can kill Rui Ze. In this way, we will be able to put him 

down, once and for all!” 

“Ughh, this… will it be too much trouble for both Young Masters?” Li Yukun looked cautiously at Li 

Moying and Jun Sihan. 

There was endless anticipation in his eyes. 

He had naturally thought about asking Li Moying and Jun Sihan to lend a helping hand, to kill Sky Devil 

Rui Ze. 

Li Yukun kept pondering over it indecisively, but in the end, he didn’t state his request. 

Speaking of this, Li Moying and Jun Sihan were originally not part of his campsite’s soldiers. They had 

merely come to bring their wives home. 

Moreover, after the two of them arrived, they had already done them a huge favor to defeat Rui Ze 

once. It was already equivalent to saving thousands of lives in the army. 

How could he possibly have the cheek to continue asking them for help? 

Moreover, all Li Moying and Jun Sihan had on their minds was probably to bring their wives back home 

as soon as possible. They probably didn’t want to continue staying at the campsite. 

As expected, when they heard what Huang Yueli said, Li Moying and Jun Sihan frowned simultaneously. 

Apparently, they weren’t willing at all. 
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Seeing that, Huang Yueli exchanged a glance with Xia Yunxi. 

Following that, she placed her hand gently on Li Moying’s shoulder and rubbed her face in front of him. 

Her large eyes were sparkling, and she lowered her tone. 

“My darling hubby, Yunxi and I have been roaming in the demon tribe’s control zone for a long time. It’s 

all thanks to Divine Lieutenant for taking us in. Otherwise, we might still be lost out there now! Divine 

Lieutenant saved your wife, that means you are indebted to him. Can’t you just help him?” 

Li Moying put on a straight face and wanted to say, “I refuse!” 

He had been waiting anxiously to bring his wife home since a few months ago. 



But now, he had finally managed to find her. So there was no way that he was in the mood to dabble in 

any military affairs. 

But when he met Huang Yueli’s watery big eyes, he couldn’t say a word of rejection at all… 

On the other end, Jun Sihan looked helplessly at the young lady in his arms. 

“Sigh…all you do is to create trouble for me!” 

Xia Yunxi pouted. “Usually when you’re alone, you can’t kill a Sky Devil mid-phase on your own. Now 

that Young Master Li is around, you can cooperate with him to kill Rui Ze. After that, you will be 

promoted to an 8 star Divine Lieutenant! I’m doing all this out of consideration for you. Instead of 

showing me gratitude, you’re even acting so fiercely toward me!” 

Jun Sihan knew that this was an excuse, but looking at her upset look, he couldn’t help but show his 

“wife-slave” nature. 

“I agree to it, alright? Don’t be angry…” 

The two men had no other choice but to agree. They didn’t realize that the two young ladies were 

interacting with each other visually. 

“Wow, Yunxi, you’re really good at training your husband!” 

“Same for you!” 

Li Yukun heard Li Moying and Jun Sihan relenting and agreeing to stay behind to help them get rid of Rui 

Ze, the hidden threat. He was so elated that he started to tremble in agitation. 

“That’s great! It’s simply too wonderful! With Young Lord and Young Master Jun’s help, our campsite 

will be saved! Both Young Masters, I’m so grateful to you. Our entire campsite’s thousands of soldiers 

are indebted to you for your benevolence…” 

Li Moying and Jun Sihan exchanged glances and felt rather helpless. 

“Divine Lieutenant Li, don’t stand on ceremony. I’m just completing Li’er’s wishes only!” 

“My wife has received a lot of help from you. Returning the favor is a must!” 

After they were done with the exchange of pleasantries, Huang Yueli clapped happily and said, “Alright, 

then we’ll settle on this! Next, we have to discuss the action plan carefully! Sky Devil Rui Ze is a Sky Devil 

mid-phase top expert. Don’t underestimate his abilities!” 

Li Yukun finally calmed down from his agitated emotions. Upon hearing Huang Yueli’s words, his 

expression instantly turned solemn. 

“Young Madam is right. Although Young Lord and Young Master Jun are very powerful, your cultivations 

are only in Heart Profound Realm. You are only able to fight a battle beyond your realm by relying on 

the cultivation methods, Profound Skills, and Treasure Armament that you have. In comparison, Sky 

Devil Rui Ze is a genuine Sky Devil grade practitioner. Moreover, he is very famous among the demon 

tribe, and his battle power has far surpassed same leveled devils as well!” 



“Oh?” Li Moying’s brows rose in surprise. “In this case, this Sky Devil Rui Ze is rather tough!” 

They exchanged blows with Sky Devil Rui Ze yesterday. But at that time, Rui Ze had been blinded by 

Little Phoenix’s True Phoenix Fire. He had just regained his vision, and his sight was still very blurry. 
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Moreover, he was forcibly awoken by Jing Zhihai and the others while he was still in closed door 

cultivation. Hence, he wasn’t in peak form. 

Adding on to Li Moying and Jun Sihan’s sudden appearance, Rui Ze was caught off guard. That was why 

he suffered a huge disadvantage. 

Actually, Li Moying had a feeling that if they had a direct battle, he and Jun Sihan might not be able to 

gain any advantage in front of Sky Devil Rui Ze. 

After all, a Sky Devil mid-phase was equivalent to a god clan Dao Profound Realm mid-phase strength! 

With an entire large realm’s difference, that was not child’s play. 

Li Moying’s cultivation was merely in the Heart Profound Realm early-phase whereas Jun Sihan was in 

the Heart Profound Realm mid-phase. Among the god clans’ younger generation, they were considered 

first-class top exponents. But they were still very young and the amount of time spent on cultivation was 

still too short! 

Li Yukun showed a grave expression and said, “Sky Devil Rui Ze had killed many people from the allied 

armies and isn’t easy to deal with. Moreover, defeating and killing aren’t the same concept. If both 

Young Masters want to defeat Rui Ze, it might not be too difficult. But if you want to kill a devil whose 

cultivation is much higher than yours by a whole big realm, that would be troublesome.” 

Xia Yunxi nodded in agreement and said, “That’s right. Sihan, Brother Li, you’d better be more cautious!” 

Although they agreed to stay and help Li Yukun, Xia Yunxi and Huang Yueli would still place their 

husbands’ safety in the first place. 

Jun Sihan rubbed her head, gave her a faint smile, and looked at Li Yukun. 

“Divine Lieutenant Li, don’t worry. Sky Devil Rui Ze might be powerful, but we’re pretty confident to deal 

with him.” 

When Li Yukun heard his confident tone, not only did it not put him at ease, he became even more 

worried. 

These two peerless geniuses seemed to be overly confident about their own abilities! 

Being confident is a good thing, but how could killing a Sky Devil mid-phase devil be easy? Furthermore, 

it was a battle that surpassed their realms! 

This was no different from walking along the edge of a cliff. If they missed their footing, they would fall 

into the bottomless pit. 



Moreover, they were of noble status. Even if it was a little scratch, it would cause a huge disturbance in 

the entire God Realm. 

At this moment, Li Yukun suddenly regretted asking them for help. 

If these two really got into an accident because they tried to help him, the two ancient god clans’ rage 

would tear him to pieces alive! 

Li Yukun’s face was filled with worries and he said softly, “Young Lord, Young Master Jun, are you really 

confident of defeating Rui Ze? It isn’t easy to defeat him!” 

Seeing Li Yukun’s expression, Huang Yueli also started to become anxious. 

“Moying, you… are the both of you really confident?” 

Li Moying’s lips curled and he started to explain calmly. 

“Li’er, you’ve just arrived in God Realm so you might not be aware that a devil’s ability is mainly related 

to the blood vigor in their bodies. The more exuberant their blood vigor, the better their condition, and 

the stronger their battle power! This is also mainly why the demon tribe needs to consume a large 

number of blood pills when they are advancing.” 

“Ah… so they are using blood pills to replenish their blood vigor!” Huang Yueli nodded in understanding. 

Li Moying laughed and continued to say, “Sky Devil Rui Ze had been staying in closed door cultivation 

and the blood pills that he previously consumed were all exhausted while he was replenishing the 

advancement process. The blood vigor in him was originally very frail, but in the end, he was interrupted 

during his advancement! The damages inside his body would definitely be extremely serious!” 
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“At this moment, what he really needs is to consume a large number of blood pills to help him replenish 

his blood vigor. But the nearest north campsite had already been destroyed by us. Rui Ze would find it 

hard to obtain sufficient blood pills at such a short time, and he would be relatively weakened.” 

Huang Yueli was enlightened. “That’s right, this is indeed a good opportunity! If we capture the right 

timing and sneak an attack on Rui Ze while he’s weak, we will definitely be able to defeat him! But…” 

Huang Yueli paused and frowned as she asked, “But according to what Divine Lieutenant said, defeating 

him is easy. But killing him.. might not be so easy, right?” 

Hearing that, Jun Sihan couldn’t help but laugh. 

“Sister-in-law, you have been led astray by Divine Lieutenant Li! Killing a Sky Devil might be difficult for 

other people, but to us, it’s not difficult at all. You must have forgotten that you and my Little Xi had 

successfully killed Sky Devil Rui Xuan!” 

“Oh! That’s right, I almost forgot about it!” Huang Yueli knocked her head in frustration. “Even a Sky 

Devil can’t fight against the poison that Yunxi created. Just a small drop of it into their blood, and it will 

instantly kill the other party!” 

Li Moying saw her action and instantly frowned as he grabbed her wrist. 



“You’re already very dull, so stop knocking your head!” 

Huang Yueli swept a glance at him but didn’t argue back. Because she was carefully thinking of the next 

step of their plan. 

Adding on to all the information that everyone gave, Li Moying and Jun Sihan’s possibility of killing Sky 

Devil Rui Ze was around 60% or so. 

After all, the disparity between both parties was so huge. No matter how heaven-defying their innate 

talent was, they would undertake a huge risk when they made a move. 

But with Li Moying and Jun Sihan’s decisive personalities, as long as the success rate was above 50%, 

they would definitely make their moves! 

Of course, they weren’t just going to battle alone. She and Xia Yunxi, as well as all the allied armies’ 

soldiers, would expend all their resources to support them. 

Just as Huang Yueli was pondering over this, Li Yukun opened his mouth and said again. 

“Since Young Lord and Young Master Jun are so confident about killing Rui Ze, then This Subordinate 

didn’t say any disappointing words. But other than fighting Rui Ze openly, we still have some problems 

to settle. These matters might be unremarkable, but it’s actually very hard to deal with…” 

Huang Yueli asked curiously, “What’s the problem? Divine Lieutenant, please voice out your concerns 

and we can discuss it.” 

Li Yukun said, “Sky Devil Rui Ze had been in closed door cultivation in a cave in the southeast recently. 

Now that he is injured and gone, he has probably returned to the cave. He has set up a lot of arrays and 

mechanisms around the cave, not to mention entering the cave. Even finding it is not easy.” 

“Jing Zhihai and the others asked the devil for help before they could enter the cave. But we don’t have 

such convenient conditions. If we want to find the cave, we will have to rely on ourselves to search for it. 

Moreover, Rui Ze had already suffered a disadvantage once, so he will be much more cautious now and 

would have activated all the mechanisms around the cave!” 

Speaking till here, Li Yukun seemed rather worried. “I heard that the mechanisms around the cave were 

refined by several Spiritual Armament Masters from the Sky Gem Glass Chamber, whom Rui Ze had 

abducted. It’s much more powerful as compared to ordinary demon tribe’s mechanisms! Several scouts 

that I sent out previously died because of those mechanisms!” 

Chapter 3210: Precious Spiritual Armament Master (3) 

Hearing this, a smile appeared on Li Moying’s lips. 

“Divine Lieutenant Li, you’re worried about the arrays and mechanisms around the cave?” 

Li Yukun nodded his head gravely. “That’s right, I’m most worried about this mechanism. Other than 

this, there’s another troublesome matter to settle, which is the guards over at the cave! Based on what 

we found out, Sky Devil Rui Ze’s personal guards had mostly been brought over to the cave to act as 

guards. They are there to protect him and these devils are mostly in Earth Devil end-phase!” 



Li Yukun paused for a moment and looked at Li Moying. “For Young Lord and Young Master Jun, Earth 

Devil end-phase abilities might be nothing. But you need to gather your strength to deal with Rui Ze. So 

let our campsite’s soldiers deal with these guards.” 

Hearing that, Commander Hu and the others shivered. They instantly felt a heavy burden landing on 

their shoulders. 

Sky Devil Rui Ze’s closed door cultivation cave might not have as many devil soldiers keeping guard, but 

each guard was of Earth Devil grade and above. In terms of total ability, they might not be any worse off 

than the demon tribe’s campsite! 

Commander Hu’s forehead was covered in sweat. 

“Divine Lieutenant, both Young Masters, rely on the number of people in our campsite to fight so many 

Earth Devils is probably not possible. Shall we spread the news and gather help from the surrounding 

campsites?” 

Commander Hu’s words had just ended when Huang Yueli laughed. 

“Commander Hu, you’re too anxious! Sky Devil Rui Ze is behind closed doors cultivation so the number 

of guards he brought along shouldn’t be that much. Otherwise, if they start walking around, it would 

easily distract him. So the number of Earth Devils guarding him in the surroundings would definitely not 

be more than a hundred of them!” 

“Hundred!” 

Hearing Huang Yueli’s deduction, the three Commanders sucked in a breath of cold air! 

A hundred Earth Devils and the majority of them were in mid to end-phase cultivations. What kind of 

concept was that! 

In their entire campsite, there were merely more than ten Heart Profound Realm practitioners, which 

was approximately ten Earth Devils. The disparity of the abilities between the enemy and them was 

around ten times! 

Even if they added Huang Yueli and the others who could surpass realms and kill the Earth Devils, under 

such exaggerated disparity in their abilities, it was an utterly inadequate measure. The effect that they 

could work up was extremely limited. 

Commander Hu’s face turned green. “This… this… This Subordinate feels that it’s better to have taken 

some time before we make a decision…” 

Commander Xiao also said, “We’ve been through two major battles yesterday and the day before. The 

campsite is riddled with casualties, and we’re only left with 40% of our original strength. Under these 

circumstances, isn’t it better to not take the risk to attack?” 

“That’s right. Divine Lieutenant, both Young Masters, it’s better to consider this carefully…” 

Hearing the three Commanders’ worried tones, Huang Yueli couldn’t help but shake her head. 



“The few of you… aren’t you a little too timid! I said earlier that the quantity will not exceed a hundred, 

but that’s the worst-case scenario. In reality, I think the possibility of it being over fifty is not high.” 

Hearing that, Commander Hu’s expression didn’t turn better. In fact, it started to turn pale. 

“This… Commander Li, we also can’t deal with 50 Earth Devils! Moreover, the cave has so many 

mechanisms and arrays. If we’re not careful, all of us will die!” 

Huang Yueli swept a disapproving look at him. “It’s exactly because of the mechanism that these fifty 

Earth Devils will be easier to deal with! Without the mechanisms, I wouldn’t dare to go!” 

 


